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Nazi Persecution of the Jews 1933 - 45
You need to think about the following key questions:
 What impact did the FWW and Treaty of Versailles have on Germany?
 How successful was the Weimar Government at bringing economic and
political stability to Germany?
 What was the status and position of German Jews in 1920?

What impact did the Great Depression have on the support for extremist
parties in Weimar Germany?

Why did Hitler become Chancellor of Germany in 1932?

How did Hitler consolidate his power in 1933 – 34?

How did the status and position of Jews change from 1933 – 45?

You need to know about:










What rights did German Jews have under the Weimar Constitution?
Why did hatred of the Jews increase from 1919 – 1933?
Why did the Nazis launch a propaganda attack on the Jews?
What impact did the economic attack have on the Jews 1933 – 38?
What impact did the legal attack have on the status and position of Jews
living in Germany?
Why did the Nazis launch a physical attack on the Jews in 1938?
What impact did the Second World War have on the Jews in Europe?
Why did the Nazis introduce the Final Solution in 1941?
How did the Nazi regime use industrial methods to persecute the Jews in
the Holocaust from 1933 -45?

Why did Nazi persecution of the Jews become more extreme between 1933 and 1945? Explain
your answer
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Background: What were the origins of anti-Semitism in Germany?
The main reason why we study history is to learn from the past. Throughout history, human nature has not
changed and people have a habit of making the same mistakes. It is impossible to change human nature, but
we can educate it and hope that people learn from the mistakes of other people in the past. One such mistake
is to blame other people for our own problems. This has happened to minority groups throughout history
such as the Jews, Gypies, Homosexuals and the poor. For example, changes in Europe from 1600 – 1750
led to people being accused of being witches and being burnt at the stake. Some of these people were old
and were a burden to their community, others were successful such as rich widows, but when things went
wrong, people turned their anger against them and used them as a ‘scapegoat’ for their problems.
Anti-Semitism or hatred of the Jews has existed in Europe for hundreds of years. They were often treated
unjustly in courts or forced to live in ghettos. One reason for this persecution was religious. Jews were
blamed for the death of Jesus Christ. Another reason was that they tended to be well educated and therefore
held well-paid professional jobs or ran successful shops, stores or businesses. People were often envious of
their success and looked for ways to blame for their problems.


In 1190, the entire Jewish population of York was massacred. They fled from a race riot and hid in
the castle, which was set on fire by the local population. In 1347, whilst the Black Death was raging
through Europe, a German prince blamed the Jews for spreading the disease. He had 10,000 Jewish
people burnt to death.



In fact, many famous German people such as Martin Luther, who started the Protestant religion, and
Wagner, who composed many famous operas, hated Jews. Martin Luther once called for all Jewish
synagogues (Churches) to be set on fire and for their homes to be destroyed! Luther disliked the Jews
because they had put Jesus to death on the cross and were in his words ‘Christ Killers’.



However, although anti-Semitism had deep roots in Germany, German Jews in 1900 were treated far
better than in any other European country. In Russia, the government organised Pogroms or attacks
on Jewish communities, whilst in both France and Britain Jews were attacked and killed in race riots.



On the eve of the First World War in 1914, there were 500,000 Jews living in Germany and they
enjoyed the same rights as ordinary Germans. When the First World War started more than 100,000
Jews joined the German Army. 12,000 of them died on the battlefield. Several of them won iron
crosses for bravery.



There were also many important Jewish scholars, writers, scientists, bankers, businessmen and
politicians playing an active role in society. Albert Einstein (who founded the relativity theory of
physics) and Sigmund Freud (who started modern psychology) are only a few of the many famous
Jews living at this time. However, the majority of German Jews lived ordinary lives and were proud
to think of themselves as being German.



It was against the background of Germany’s defeat in the First World War, that anti-Semitism first
began to grow into a mass political movement. Many Germans hated the Treaty of Versailles, which
they identified with the Weimar Republic. Many of the leaders of the Social Democratic Party,
which wrote the Weimar Constitution were Jewish. For example, the foreign minister Walter
Rathenau, who signed the Treaty of Versailles and was assassinated in 1923, was also Jewish.



Societies in crisis often look for a scapegoat or someone to blame for their problems. So the myth
was born, that the Jews were responsible for Germany losing the First World War and all the
economic problems caused by the Treaty of Versailles.



In 1919, the German National Socialist Workers Party (NASDP or Nazi Party) was set up. Their
leader was a 30 year old Austrian corporal, Adolf Hitler. He blamed the Jews for Germany’s defeat
in the war and claimed that they had deliberately stabbed Germany in the back so that they could
seize power and exploit the German people.
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Source 1: Anti-Semitic Nazi Propaganda
poster, 1923

Activity 1:

Look closely at this poster,
compare the people and work
out what they all appear to
have in common?

What is the message and purpose of
this source?

Source 2: Holocaust Education Society, 1999
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Weimar Constitution, 1918 – 1933
In 1918 to 1933, there were 500,000 Jews living in Germany who were fully integrated into German
Society. They went to the same schools as German children and mixed freely socially with other people. In
all respects they had the same civil rights as German citizens and played an important part in both the
economic and political life of the country. German Jews could be found in every profession and owned over
100,000 businesses in 1919. However, their success was resented by a minority of people on the political
right, but they were unable to do anything to hurt them as their human rights were fully protected by the law.
Source 3: Weimar Constitution, 1918 – 1933

Activity 2: Complete the heads and tails activity on the Weimar Constitution

Heads

Tails

Constitution

Was the supreme commander of the armed forces, appointed the
judges and in an emergency could suspend the constitution.

The President

A document setting out the rights of all citizens and how the
government should be organised.

The Chancellor

No one could be arrested and held in prison for more than 48
hours unless they had broken the law and been charged in court.

Freedom from arrest

Was the head of the government and ran the country on a day to
day basis.

Freedom of expression

Everyone had the right to hold peaceful meetings, protest and
form trade unions.

Freedom of assembly

All Germans can express their opinions in speech, writing or
picture.
6
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Why did the Nazi Party support anti-Semitism?
Hitler believed that both the Jews and the Communists were to blame for Germany losing the First World
War, the signing of The Treaty of Versailles and the Great Depression which started in 1929. He believed
that there was a Jewish plot or conspiracy to take over the world and undermine the Master Race. Hitler
also claimed that both Capitalism and Communism were attempts by the Jews to take over Germany.
Hitler had picked up many of his racist ideas before the First World War whilst he was an unemployed
drifter in Vienna. He had tried unsuccessfully to get into Art College but was turned down by a Jewish
professor who didn’t think his work was good enough. This had forced him to live on the streets selling
postcards that he had painted. Some historians believe that Hitler only supported anti-Semitism because he
believed that it would get him elected. For example, the Jewish doctor who had treated his mother for
cancer escaped the holocaust during the Second World War and was dropped off at the Swiss border by
members of the SS acting on his orders.
Activity 3
Match the key words below with Hitler’s racist anti-Semitic ideas in source 4 below, to help you understand
why Hitler hated the Jews. You can create a key using numbers, letters or even a colour key.

Key Terms
Master Race

Treaty of Versailles

Communism

Capitalism (Money)

Sub-human

Jewish Plot
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Support for the Nazis 1919 to 1933
During the 1920s, the Nazi Party was not very popular. In 1923, Hitler, failed to take over Germany at the
height the Ruhr and hyperinflation crisis. His coup was mockingly called the Beer Hall Putsch. However,
during his trial Hitler became something of a national celebrity:


Instead of trying to escape blame and plead his innocence he took full responsibility and used it as an
opportunity to attack the socialist government and spread his ideas.



His comments were reported on the front page of every German newspaper and helped to increase
his popularity.



The judges found Hitler guilty of treason, but they only sentenced him to 5 years in Landsberg prison
of which he only served 6 months.



During this time, he wrote his ideas down in his book ‘Mein Kampf’ or ‘My Struggle’ which became
an international bestseller.



However, after the introduction of the Dawes Plan which loaned American money to the German
government, the French withdrew from the Ruhr and the German economy recovered. A new
currency was introduced and support for the Nazis only increased slightly from 1923 - 1929.

Source 5: One of Hitler’s speeches at his trial
1923:

Source 6: Mein Kampf, Adolf Hitler 1924
‘I believe that I am acting in accordance with the
will of the Almighty Creator: 'by defending myself
against the Jew, I am fighting for the work of the
Lord.'

‘I alone bear the responsibility but I am not a
criminal because of that ... There is no such thing
as high treason against the traitors of 1918 ... I
feel myself the best of Germans who wanted the
best for the German people.’

Source 8: Diagram summarising Hitler’s ideas
from a school text book, 1985

Source 7: Front Page of Mein Kampf
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Turning Point: The Great Depression, 1929
In 1929, the Wall Street Stock exchange in New York crashed causing banks to go bankrupt all over the
world. Germany suffered more than most as it relied on American money to pay off its reparations to
France and Britain and to reinvest in its economy. When the American banks demanded their money back,
Germany was unable to pay and went bankrupt. This caused massive unemployment in Germany. The
government had no money to help the unemployed. People lost their homes. People began to starve to
death. As a result, support for the Nazi and Communist parties increased from 1929 onwards.

Importance

Source 9: Support for the Nazis and Communist in the Reichstag elections, 1928 - 1932

Source 10: Unemployment in Germany 1928 – 1933

Year
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

Unemployed
650 000
1 320 000
3 000 000
4 350 000
5 102 000
6 100 000

Source 11: Votes for the Nazi Party 1928 –
1932.

Year
1928
1930
1932 July
1932 Nov

Number of Votes
800 000
6 400 000
13 700 000
11 700 000

Source 12: Nazi Political leaflet, 1933
There is a secret world conspiracy which is trying to make people into slaves ... 300 big bankers and
newspaper owners across the world are the real dictators. They belong to the so called ‘chosen people’.
Shake off your Jewish leaders and those in the pay of Judas! (Jews).... And one final point don’t expect
anything from the Bolsheviks (Communists). It does not bring the worker freedom... In Russia the 8 hour
day has been stopped. There are no more workers’ councils. The government has now become a
dictatorship. Most of the Communist government are Jewish. Bolshevism is a Jewish swindle.

Why was the Wall Street Crash a turning point for support
for the Nazi Party?
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Why did the German people support and vote for the Nazis?
Source 13: Nazi Election Poster, 1932

There were many Germans, who agreed with Hitler’s antiSemitic idea. However, the majority of ignored his ideas
on the Jews because they were desperate to vote for
someone who would solve the massive unemployment in
Germany. In the 1932 elections, Hitler’s speeches focused
on unemployment and the hated Treaty of Versailles see
sources 13 & 14
Hitler’s election slogan of ‘Jobs and bread’ won him
massive support amongst the unemployed and the workers.
The middle classes and businessmen also supported Hitler
and gave money to the Nazi Party because they were afraid
that there was going to be a Communist Revolution. They
were afraid that if the Communists came to power that all
private property would be confiscated.

The caption Reads: ‘Hitler Our Last Hope:’

Source 14: Nazi election poster, 1933

However, Hitler played on these fears during election in
March 1933, when the Reichstag building burnt down and
a young Dutch Jewish Communist was found with matches
and firelighters in his pockets. However, he only won 47%
of the vote which suggests that 53% of the German people
voted against him and disagreed with his anti-Semitic
beliefs. Unfortunately, he had enough support to push
through the Enabling Act in 1933 which he used to arrest
his political opponents and turn Germany into a One Party
State.
Source 15: Amy Buller, Darkness over Germany, 1943.
Buller was an anti-Nazi teacher
‘As Hitler spoke I was most interested at the shouts and
more often the muttered exclamations of the men around
me, who were mainly workmen or lower middle class
types. ‘he speaks for me ... Ach God, he knows how I
feel’ ... One man in particular struck me as he leant
forward with his head in his hands, and with a sort of
convulsive sob said: ‘God be thanked, he understands.’
Source 16: Tony Howarth, a modern Historian
[Hitler's policies] were half-baked, racist clap-trap... but
among the jumble of hysterical ideas Hitler showed a
sure sense of how to appeal to the lowest instincts of
frightened masses.
Source 17: S Williams, a modern Historian

The Caption Reads ‘Jobs and Bead.’

There were simply not enough Germans who believed in
democracy and individual freedom to save the Weimar
Republic.
10
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Activity 4: Support for the Nazis 1919 to 1933

Key Issues

What have I learnt?

Why did Hitler’s
failed attempt to
take over Germany
in 1923 make him
famous?
Why did support for
the Nazi Party only
grow very slowly
from 1923 – 1928?

Why was 1929 a
turning point in the
support for the Nazi
Party?

Who did Hitler
blame for all of
German’s economic
problems in source
12?

Why did the German
people support the
Nazi Party in the
1932 and 1933
elections?

What evidence can
you find in sources
13 & 14 to back this
up?

Why do you think so
many Germans
ignored Hitler’s antiSemitic ideas in
1933?
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How did Hitler keep control of Germany?
In 1933, Hitler used the power of the Enabling Law to get rid of all opposition to the Nazi Party in Germany.
Communist, Social Democrats and Trade Unions were all banned and their leaders and supporters were put
into concentration camps. On the 30th June 1934, he then removed all opposition to his authority within the
Nazi Party, Rohm and other powerful figures within the SA were arrested and shot. The killings were done
by Hitler’s own black shirted guards, the SS (Schutzstaffel, or Protection Squads). On the following day,
the only organisation with the weapons and guns that could stop Hitler, the Army swore an oath of loyalty
and allegiance to Adolf Hitler. Over the next twelve years Hitler kept control of Germany through a
combination of terror, propaganda and censorship.
Source 18: Keeping Control

Source 19: Hitler, radio broadcast, 1923
‘Terror is the best political weapon for nothing drives a people harder than the fear of a sudden death. '
How did Hitler use the power of the Enabling Law to turn Germany into a dictatorship?
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The Terror State
Nazi Germany was a police state. All dictators run the risk of being overthrown. Hitler used the Gestapo
and the SS to try and destroy all opposition to Hitler and the Nazi Party. The job of the Gestapo was to
discover the enemies of the State and then hand them over to the SS who would imprison them in
concentration camps. However, unlike a normal police force that arrests people who have committed crimes,
the Gestapo aimed to arrest people who were potential enemies, grumbled about Hitler or who were thinking
about opposing the Nazi Party.






The Nazi Party had millions of members and many thousands of officials. The Gestapo relied upon
these people to spy on the people, even listening at keyholes.
If someone were suspected they would be arrested in the early hours of the morning when everyone
was asleep. They would be then taken to the local police headquarters and questioned.
Days, weeks or even months later these people would be brought out of their cells and told to sign
Form D-11, an Order for Protective Custody. By signing it they were agreeing to go to prison in a
concentration camp.
Many Germans were terrified of being tortured by the Gestapo and SS. As a result few people were
willing to speak out against Hitler and the Nazi Party.
The Gestapo were also very clever to pick off small groups of people, one at a time so that nobody
would object. This is highlighted in Source 20 below:
Source 20: A poem by Martin Niemoller, 1945
When the Nazis came for the Communists I was silent, I was not a Communist.
When the Nazis came for the Social Democrats I was silent, I was not a Social Democrat.
When the Nazis came for the Jews I was silent, I was not a Jew.
When the Nazis came for me, there was nobody left to protest.

Propaganda
More people in Germany had radios than in any other country in Europe. Hitler used radio broadcasts to get
his propaganda across to the German People. Radio and newspapers were only allowed to report news that
had been approved or censored by the Nazi Propaganda Ministry, led by Joseph Goebbels. The Nazis went
to great lengths to brainwash the German people through a combination of Propaganda and Censorship.
They made sure that only good news stories were published in the press that made Hitler and the Nazi party
appear good and make groups like the Jews and Communists who didn’t like look bad. The two sources
below show effective the Nazis were at brainwashing the German people:
Source 21: A German woman remembers her mother’s support
for the Nazis.

Source 22: Nazi Poster advertising
an anti-Semitic film called the Jew.

‘There were those who believed in the Fuhrer as a saviour and
were hypnotised by him. My mother for example. Once she
handed a bouquet of(flowers) to Hitler – that was the high point
of her life … She was convinced everything the Nazis did was
right and essential. Nothing could shake her faith in Hitler …
she accepted the explanations given by the Party about the need
for concentration camps – that the riff-raff had to be cleared off
the streets! Repeat offenders, sex criminals, and the parasites of
the Volk, such as profiteers, would be re-educated in camps
and do honest work. They would be taught discipline and
honest work. They would be taught discipline and cleanliness
– and of course, not a hair on anyone’s head would be harmed.’
13
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Popularity
Hitler’s Germany gave people very little chance to express any opposition. However, many Germans were
happy with the way Hitler was running Germany. Hitler was very popular. When he came to power six
million Germans were unemployed. By 1938 this figure had been reduced to a mere one million and wages
had risen for those who had jobs. Hitler also set up schemes so that ordinary Germans could save up to buy
a car or even afford to go abroad on holiday. If you did as you were told and did not criticize how the Nazi
Party was changing Germany and what they were doing to groups like the Jews, Communist, homosexuals
and the Social Democrats then who would be rewarded with a better life:


German workers who might think about opposing Hitler were scared of losing their jobs if they
expressed their opposition.



Germany had been hit badly by the Great Depression and many were terrified of being how of work.
It was a similar situation for the owners of businesses. If your business did not contribute to Nazi
Party funds then you risked being 'black listed' and losing Nazi business and going bankrupt.



Many Germans in self defence, conformed and kept their heads down and didn't oppose the Nazis.
Life in Nazi Germany was a lot better off than it had been before when Germany was democratic as
the propaganda showed.



Hitler also promised to make Germany great and overthrow the hated Treaty of Versailles. When
Hitler broke the Treaty of Versailles by marching his troops into the Rhineland many Germans were
very happy. The German Army’s success on the battlefield against Poland, France, Britain and later
Russia all helped to make Hitler very popular.



Many Germans felt that these successes were worth the price of the harsh Nazi rule because
Germany was a strong and powerful country again. Many were willing to turn a blind eye to what
was happening to political opponents and the Jews in the concentration camps.

Source 23:A Report by a Socialist activist in
Germany, published in Holland, February 1936
‘The average worker is primary interested in work not
democracy. People who previously enthusiastically
supported democracy showed no interest at all in
politics. One must be clear about the fact that in the
first instance men are fathers of families and have jobs,
and for them politics takes a second place and even
then only when they expect to get something out of it.'

14
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Activity 5: How did the Nazis keep control of Germany?

Key Issues

What have I learnt?

What was the name
of the law that Hitler
used to turn
Germany into a
dictatorship?
Which political
groups did Hitler
have arrested in
1933?

How did Hitler use
terror to stop people
from opposing him?

How did Hitler use
propaganda to win
support and get
people to hate the
Jews?

How did the Nazis try
and win the support
of the German
people through their
popular policies?

Why did nobody
speak up for the
Jews when the Nazis
attacked them?
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Activity 6: Review what you have learnt about Germany to help you compare and contrast how far the
rights of ordinary German citizens changed under the Nazi Regime?

Key Words
Freedom of Speech

Censorship

Freedom from arrest

Elections

Trade Unions

Political Parties

One Party State

Torture

Concentration Camps

Unemployment

Freedom of the Press

Propaganda

Attacks on minorities

Segregation

Freedom of movement

Gestapo

Reichstag

Fair Trials

Equality

Injustice

Equal opportunity

Full Employment Protective Custody

16
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Activity 7: Mind Map:
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Summary: How did the status and position of the Jews living in Germany change from 1933 to 1939?
The status and position of the Jews changed very gradually from 1933 to 1939. In the early days of the Nazi
government little violent action was taken against the Jews. The Nazis knew that very few Germans were
anti-Semitic at this stage so their campaign started gradually with a campaign to encourage Jews to leave
Germany. Some historians see a very clear plan used by the Nazi Party to isolate the Jews through
propaganda, economic and legal measures before they begin to use force in 1938.
If the Nazis had tried to round up all the Jews in Germany in 1933, there would have been uproar amongst
the German people. The Nazi regime needed time to win the population over through propaganda, terror
and popular policies. Even then, they had to be careful to make sure that the government was not officially
supporting physical violence against the Jews. The Nazis were afraid of creating opposition both at home
and abroad to their policies. During the Olympic Games in Germany in 1936, many of the anti-Semitic
posters were taken down as the Nazis wanted to present a positive image to the world.
Timeline of the events showing the different stages in the Nazi attack on the Jews:


On 28th March 1933 Hitler proclaimed a boycott of the Jews. His instruction was issued to all Party
organisations and included the following: ‘Action committees must forth with popularise the boycott
by propaganda and explanation. Principles: no good German buys from a Jew or allows his wares to
be advertised by a Jew or his henchmen.’



1st April 1933: Boycott of Jewish businesses. Uniformed SA men post themselves at the entrances
to Jewish places of business and by placards give passers-by and potential customers clearly to
understand that ‘members of the German community’ do not buy from Jews.



Early April 1933: Promulgation of law on the ‘re-establishment of a professional civil service’. This
laid down that officials of ‘non-Aryan origin’ were to be retired; it did, however, contain a saving
clause to the effect that officials who had been in State service since 1st August 1914 might
continue in office. Initially allowance was also made for ex-service men, sons and fathers of First
World War casualties.



25th April 1933: Law Against Overcrowding of German Schools & Higher Institutions. This law
kicked Jewish children and their teachers out of German schools. They had to be educated in
separate schools. This is called segregation.



Spring 1933: First concentration camps set up (in Dachau and Oranienburg).



15th September 1935: Nuremberg Party Rally. Promulgation of the ‘Nuremberg laws. These
forbade marriage or sexual intercourse between Aryans and Jews (described as ‘desecration of the
race’ and later made punishable by death); Jews deprived of all voting rights. Jewish officials who
had been allowed to continue in office under the 7th April 1933 law, now retired. Jewish officials
retired in 1933 deprived of their pensions.



9th November 1938: ‘Kristallnacht’; destruction of synagogues and Jewish businesses. 30,00040,000 Jews taken to concentration camps. The Jews to pay a fine of 1.000,000,000 marks.



12th November 1938: Jewish businesses were ‘Aryanised’ or in other words they were not allowed
to own a business. Jews were also forbidden to attend places of entertainment and all but one of the
Jewish newspapers were shut down. Jewish children were excluded from German schools.



23rd November 1939: All Jews in Poland are ordered to wear the star of David.

Activity 8: Use your highlighter pens to create a key for the timeline above to show the different methods
used by the Nazis against the Jews
18
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Stage 1: The Economic and Propaganda Attack on the Jews
The first phase of the Nazi attack on the Jews is sometimes referred to as the economic and began with the
boycott of Jewish businesses on the 1st April 1933.


Members of the SA would position themselves outside shops and businesses owned by Jews and
remind Germans wanting to shop there that the business was owned by a Jew.



Some Jews were attacked and beaten on the streets by the SA but these attacks had not been ordered
by Hitler. They were the work of local SA commanders acting on their own initiative.



Alongside the economic attack on the Jews, Nazi propaganda aimed to isolate and humiliate German
Jews so that the German people would over time turn against them, whilst at the same time make life
so uncomfortable for them that they would leave.



The Nazis also used fear and terror to scare the German people into not buying or associating with
the Jews. The Gestapo would spy and take photographs of German people who were still shopping at
Jewish shops.



As the economic attack developed, Jews were sacked from all government related jobs in 1934. This
increased Hitler’s popularity, as their jobs could be given to unemployed Aryan men.



In 1933, there were 100,000 Jewish businesses in Germany, by 1938 there were only 40,000 left as
just over half many people sold up and left Germany in order to escape the persecution.



In 1938, on 12th November 1938, Goebbels introduces a new law called Regulation for the
elimination of the Jews from the German economic life which ‘Aryanized’ all the remaining Jewish
businesses. It was now illegal for Jews to own a business in Germany.
Source 26: Private letter by ‘J’, a Jewish
refugee, 1933

Source 25: SA Officer on duty outside a
Jewish shop during the boycott, 1933.

This is what Boycott Saturday looked like in
Germany: All Jewish stores and offices were
placarded with posters saying: ‘Germans don’t
buy from Jews!’; ‘No German visits a Jewish
doctor’ ‘He who buys in this Jewish store will be
photographed’. . . Wherever you go and
whomever you see of your friends, you find
sorrowful people. Nearly everyone, no, everyone
is faced with the question, what will happen to
us, how shall we live? Dr K. has been
discharged from the hospital; Dr W. has been
fired from his school the pupils refused to answer
him in his classes. The lawyers were barred from
the courts, the judges were all dismissed, all
doctors were removed from the hospitals and
nobody was allowed to buy from Jews.

Why do you think the author of Source 26 signed their name
as ‘J’ rather than giving their full name?

19
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Source 27: Dr Gross, Head of the Reich Bureau
for enlightenment on population policy and racial
welfare, 1933.

Source 30: Nazi Poster listing the German
women still buying from Jews in 1933

Jewish people make up 32% of Berlin chemists,
48% of its doctors, 50% of its lawyers, 10% of its
newspaper editors ... No people on earth with a
vestige of pride of itself could put up with such
domination of key professions by such an alien
race.

Source 28: Nazi propaganda photograph, 1933

Source 29: Der Strumer, Nazi cartoon showing a
Jewish Butcher’s Shop in 1933

Source 31: Nazi beer mat, the caption
reads ‘He who buys from a Jew is national
traitor’, 1934

Source 32: Nazi Poster showing a Jewish department store destroying German shops, 1933 (FP)
20
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Source 33: Cartoon from a Nazi school textbook showing Jews
leaving Germany, 1935

How successful was the economic
attack on the Jews?
In the five years after Hitler came to
power, Jews in Germany were
viciously persecuted through both
propaganda and a variety of antiSemitic laws which were designed to
isolate them. During this time over
200 Jews were murdered. By the
autumn of 1938, of the original
100,000 Jewish businesses only
40,000 were still owned by German
Jews. In 1933, 35,000 Jews left
Germany, by 1938 over half of
Germany’s 250,000 Jews had left the
country.

Activity 9: Review what you have learnt about Germany to help you assess the impact of the economic
attack on the status and position of German Jews?

Key Words / Concepts
Competition

Intimidation

Escape Tax, 1938

Bullying

Boycott

Segregation

Free Market

Prosperous

Integrated

Wealthy

Poor

Jewish Businesses

Humiliation

Isolated

Unfair dismissal

Equal Opportunity

100,0000

40,000

Ayranisation, 1938

Anti-Semitic Propaganda
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Stage 2: The Legal Attack on the Jews
As part of their policy to isolate the Jews, the Nazis also passed the so-called Nuremberg Laws in 1935. The
purpose of these laws was to make Germany’s Jews a separate and isolated group in society with no legal
rights to live there. There were two Nuremberg Laws. One was called the ‘Reich Citizenship Law’. This
deprived Jews of German citizenship and turned them into aliens or ‘guests’ in their own country. The other
was called the ‘Law for the Protection of German Blood and Honour’. This outlawed marriages between
Jews and non-Jews. It also made sexual relations outside marriage between Jews and non-Jews a criminal
offence punishable by death.
Goebbels propaganda experts attempted to brainwash German children and families with anti—Jewish
messages. As they had no legal protections as citizens they were often refused jobs and people in shops
refused to serve them. In schools, Jewish children were humiliated and then segregated.
Source 34: A German woman being humiliated.
The sign reads:’ I defiled the race by having sex
with a Jew;, 1935

Source 35: Cartoon from a Nazi school textbook
comparing an Aryan, a pure blooded German,
with a Jew, 1934

Photograph showing German students in a race
lesson being taught to identify the racial
characteristics of Jews and other non-Aryans.

Source 36: Cartoon from a Nazi text book
showing Jews being kicked out of a German
school.
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The Law for the Protection of German Blood and Honour, 1935
‘Reichstag has unanimously resolved upon the following law, which is promulgated herewith:
1. Marriages between Jews and citizens of German or kindred blood are forbidden. Marriages
concluded in defiance of this law are void, even if, for the purpose of evading this law, they
were concluded abroad.
2. Proceedings for annulment (divorce) may be initiated only by the Public Prosecutor
3. Sexual relations outside marriage between Jews and nationals of German or kindred blood are
forbidden, punishable by death.
4. Jews will not be permitted to employ female citizens of German or kindred blood as
5. Jews are forbidden to display the Reich and national flag or the national colours.
6. On the other hand they are permitted to display the Jewish colours. The exercise of this right is
protected by the State.’

Activity 10: Review what you have learnt about Germany to help you assess the impact of the legal attack
on the status and position of German Jews?

Key Words / Concepts
Inter-marriage

Integrated

Segregation

German Citizens

Nuremberg Laws

Death Penalty

Racial Laws

Human Rights

‘German blood’

Isolate

Humiliate

Outlawed sexual relations
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Stage 3: Physical Attack on the Jews - Crystal Night, 1938
In November 1938, a Jewish student went into the German embassy in Paris and shot dead the first official
he saw. He wanted to take revenge for the way in which his family had been treated in Germany. The Nazis
used the killing of Von Rath as an excuse to launch a pogrom or an organised government attack on the
Jews. The Nazis called their pogrom ‘Kristallnacht’ (Crystal Night) because so much glass was broken.


Plain –clothed SS troops were issued with pickaxes and hammers and the addresses of Jewish
businesses. They were also given orders to attack Jewish shops, businesses and places of work.



91 Jews were murdered. Hundreds of synagogues were burnt down. 20,000 Jews were taken top
concentration camps.



The attack was presented in the Nazi press as a spontaneous or unorganised attack, but it represented
a new stage in the Nazi persecution of the Jews, they were now officially using physical violence to
drive the Jews out of Germany.



As a result thousands of Jews left the country and a new escape tax was put on the Jews so that they
had to pay a tax of 90% of everything they owned to be allowed to leave the country.



Many Germans watched the events of ‘Kristallnacht’ with alarm, but they were too afraid to do
anything to defend the Jews as they were afraid of being sent to a concentration camp.

Photograph of Jewish shop after Kristallnacht.

Photograph of a burnt out Jewish synagogue

Source 37: Photograph taken by a British
journalist in Berlin, 1938

Why do you think this
photograph was not
published in a German
newspaper in 1938?
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Source 38: An article from a British newspaper, the News chronicle, on 11 November 1938: PROGROM
RAGES THROUGH GERMANY INCENDIARY MOBS WRECK SHOPS, SYNAGOGUES
The rioting began in the early hours of this morning when formations of the Hitler Youth and Storm
Troops streamed out of the taverns where they had been celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of Hitler's
march on Munich. Drunken and aflame they set about their work of destruction. Synagogues were
fired.... squads of youths, baffled by stout doors, set ladders against the windows, broke the panes and
jumped in with petrol cans. Meanwhile, bawling, raucous gangs stumbled through the streets hurling
bricks and stones through the windows of Jewish shops. The worst scenes of destruction were on
Kurfurstendamm, a fashionable shopping center.... here in the early hours of the morning, while the
average Berliner were trudging to work, looters smashed with peculiar care the windows of jewellery
shops and sniggering, stuffed into their pockets the trinkets and necklaces that fell to the pavement. The
average German look on either apathetic or astonished. They sidled past scenes of destruction halfashamed ..... Physical assaults on Jews were witnessed in Berlin today. Single Jews were chased through
the streets by young Nazis, pummelled and knocked down.

Source 39: Anonymous letter from a German civil
servant to the British consul, 1938

Why do you think the civil
servant in source 37
wanted to stay
anonymous?

I feel the urge to present to you a true report of the recent
riots, plundering and destruction of Jewish property.
Despite what the official Nazi account says, the German
people have nothing whatever to do with these riots and
burnings. The police supplied SS men with axes, housebreaking tools and ladders. A list of the addresses of all
Jewish shops and flats was provided and the mob worked
under the leadership of SS men. The police had strict
orders to remain neutral.

Aftermath of ‘Kristallnacht.’
The day after Kristallnacht Goebbels decided to impose a fine on the Jews of 1 million marks to pay for the
damage called by the violence. This was followed up by two new laws. The first, Regulation for the
elimination of the Jews from the German economic life ‘Aryanized’ all Jewish businesses, whilst the
second banned Jews from attending places of entertainment. As a result, German Jews could no longer
legally own a business or socialise with ‘Aryan’ Germans.
Source 40: Alfons Heck, a member of the Hitler Youth
in 1938, interviewed for a TV programme in 1989
‘Until Kristallnacht, many Germans believed Hitler was
not engaged in mass murder. [The treatment of the Jews]
seemed to be a minor form of harassment of a disliked
minority. But after Kristallnacht no German could any
longer be under any illusion. I believe that it was the day
that we lost our innocence. But it would be fair to point
out that I myself never met even the most fanatic Nazi
who wanted the extermination of the Jews, Certainly we
wanted the Jews out of Germany, but we did not want
them to be killed.’
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Activity 11: Complete the table below and use both the timeline and the sources above to help you
understand the different stages of the Nazi attack on the Jews from 1933 to 1939 or produce a mind mao.

Method

Impact of the status and position of German Jews?

Propaganda Attack

Economic Attack

Legal Attack

Physical Attack
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What impact did the outbreak of the war have on the Jews 1939 - 41?
The main aim of the Nazi attack on the Jews was to make them leave Germany. There was even a Nazi plan
to create a Jewish state in Madagascar. After the invasion of Poland and the outbreak of the Second World
War even more Jews came under Nazi control. For example, there were 3 million Jews living in Poland and
5 million living in the areas that the German Army had captured in the USSR. The war made it impossible
for Hitler to get rid of the Jews to other parts of the world. The Jews were trapped under Nazi control with
nowhere to go.
The Nazis responded to this problem from 1939 – 41 with using a combination of resettlement, ghettoes and
the Einsatgruppen battalions. Then from 1941 to 1945, they introduced the ‘Final Solution.’
Source 41: From a speech made by
Hitler to the Reichstag in 1939

Map showing the areas occupied by Germany by 1941

Europe cannot find peace until the
Jewish question has been solved. Today
I will once more be a prophet: if the
international Jewish financiers in and
outside Europe should succeed in
plunging the nation into a world war,
then the result will be the destruction of
the Jewish race in Europe.

Map showing the location of Nazi Death Camps and the work of the Eimsatzgruppen

The work of the
Einsatzgruppen

Why do you think that they located them here?
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Ghettos
In 1939, Adolf Eichmann, a leading Nazi, was put in charge of ‘Jewish resettlement’. Jews from Germany
and Poland were rounded up and sent to an area which the Germans called a ‘Jewish reservation’ near Lubin
in Poland. In 1940 the Germans dropped the idea of a reservation and began instead to move the Jews into a
number of Ghettos. The largest of these was in Warsaw.
To isolate the Jews from the rest of the population, walls were built to separate the ghetto district from the
rest of the city. Conditions were also made deliberately harsh. There were about seven people living in each
room. They were given 300 calories of food a day – this amounted to two and a half loaves of bread per
person, per month. As a result of poor food and overcrowding, diseases quickly spread amongst the Jews.
Many people caught typhus a disease carried by lice. Anyone who left the ghetto was executed. Altogether
over half a million Jews died in the ghettoes.
Children begging for food in the Warsaw Ghetto

Source 42: A description of life in the Warsaw
Ghetto by a visitor 1940.
On the streets children are crying in vain,
children who are dying of hunger. They howl,
beg, sing, moan, shiver with cold, without
underwear, without clothing, without shoes, in
rags, sacks, flannel which are bound in strips
around emaciated skeletons, children swollen
with hunger, half-conscious. Already completely
grown up at the age of five, gloomy and weary of
life. Every day and every night hundreds of these
children die.

Gradually the Nazis achieved what they wanted. Forced to live in sub-human conditions, and becoming so
weak and under-nourished, many Jews began to look like the sub-humans they were portrayed in Nazi
propaganda. This made it easier for many people to take part in the dreadful treatment of the Jews. Some
convinced themselves that they were not dealing with human beings. The Nazis even organised coach tours
to show their supporters how they were treating the Jews.

Source 43: Albert Rosenberg, a leading Nazi
describes what he saw on organised coach tour in the
Warsaw Ghetto in 1940.
Seeing this race which is decaying, decomposing, and
rotten to the core will stop anyone having any
sympathy for the Jews. It is the Reich rubbish dump.
Five to six thousand die each month. In answer to my
question whether it was reckoned that in ten years’
time that the Jews would all have died. Dr Frank said
he did not want to wait such a long time
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Einsatgruppen Battalions
In June 1941 the invasion of the USSR began. This brought another 5 million Jews under Nazi control. As
the German army fought its way east, it was followed by the SS Einsatzgruppen Battalion. This was a
specially trained unit whose job it was to murder all the Jews – men, women, children. The victims were
taken to deserted areas where they would be made to dig their own graves and shot. Altogether, it murdered
over two million people. At first this policy of extermination was restricted to Russia, but soon it was used
for all Jews under German control.
Source 44: Einsatgruppen soldier shooting a
mother and her child, 1941.

Source 45: Einsatgruppen soldier shooting a
German Jew in Latvia, 1942.

Source 46: An eye-witness report of the activities of the Einsatgruppen soldier by a German builder
1941.
The people who had got off the lorries – men, women and children of all ages – had to undress on the
orders of an SS man who was carrying a dog whip in his hand.
Without weeping or crying these people undressed and stoop together in family groups, embracing each
other together and saying goodbye. I did not hear a single plea for mercy. I watched a family of about
eight. An old woman with snow white hair held a one year old child in her arms singing and tickling it.
The child squeaked with delight. The father held a ten year old boy by the hand, speaking softly to him.
The boy was struggling to hold back the tears. The father pointed a finger to the sky explaining
something to him. The SS man counted off some twenty people.
I walked up to the huge grave. The bodies were lying so tightly packed that only their heads showed,
from almost all of which blood ran down over their shoulders. Some were still moving. There were
about 1000 bodies. An SS man sat, legs swinging, on the edge of the ditch. He had an automatic rifle,
he was smoking a cigarette. The people, completely naked, climbed down steps, stumbled over the
heads of those lying there and stopped at the spot indicated by the SS man. They lay down. Then I
heard a series of rifle shots. I looked into the ditch and saw bodies contorting.
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The Final Solution
In January 1942, senior Nazis met at Wannsee in Berlin, for a conference to discuss
what they would do with the Jews in Europe. Himmler, head of the SS and Gestapo,
was put in charge of the systematic killing of all Jews within Germany and the
German occupied territories. At this conference it was decided that the existing
methods were too slow and inefficient and that a new ‘Final Solution’ was
necessary.
Himmler outlined how European Jews would be rounded up from west to east and
sent to extermination camps in the occupied part of Poland, where they would be
killed. The conference discussed how they would decide who was Jewish and the
industrial methods that they would use to systematically destroy the Jews.
At the end of the conference they produced a document called the Wannsee Protocol which summarised
what they had agreed. It would become the blue print or master plan for the holocaust:


Shooting was too inefficient as the bullets were needed for the war effort



Jews were to be rounded up and put into transit camps called Ghettoes



The Jews living in these Ghettos were to be used as a cheap source of slave labour.



Conditions in the Ghettos were designed to be so bad that many die whilst the rest would be willing
to leave these areas in the hope of better conditions



The remaining Jews were to be shipped to ‘resettlement areas’ in the East.



On arrival the Jews would go through a process called ‘selection.’



Mothers, their children, the old & the sick were to be sent for ‘special treatment.’



The young and fit would go through a process called ‘destruction through work’ as slave labourers.



Anyone who survived the ‘destruction through work’ was to be given ‘special treatment.’



The same process would also be applied to European gypsies, political prisoners, Jehovah’s
Witnesses, homosexuals, Russian and Polish prisoners of war, but not British, French or American
prisoners of war.



It was critically important to keep the whole process a secret so as not to cause alarm amongst the
Jews who were being transported as this would make it a lot harder to get them to go willingly to the
‘resettlement areas.’

Source 48: Minutes from the Wannsee Protocol, 1941
Under proper guidance, in the course of the final solution the Jews are to be allocated for appropriate
labour in the East. Healthy Jews, separated according to sex, will be taken in large work columns to
these areas for work on roads, in the course of which action doubtless a large portion will be killed by
natural causes.
The remnant that eventually remains will require suitable treatment; because it will without doubt
represent the most physically resistant part, it consists of a natural selection that could on its release
become the germ-cell of a new Jewish revival (race).
The evacuated Jews will first be sent, group by group, to so-called transit ghettos, from which they will
be transported to the East.
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Source 49: Minutes from the Wannsee Protocol, 1941
SS-Obergruppenführer Heydrich went on to say that an important
preparation for the evacuation is the exact definition of the persons
involved. In the course of the final solution plans, the Nuremberg
Laws should provide a certain foundation, in which a prerequisite
for the absolute solution of the problem is also the solution to the
problem of mixed marriages and persons of mixed blood.
Treatment of Persons of Mixed Blood of the First Degree: Persons
of mixed blood of the first degree will, as regards the final solution
of the Jewish question, be treated as Jews.

Who was to be killed?

Treatment of Persons of Mixed Blood of the Second Degree:
Persons of mixed blood of the second degree will be treated
fundamentally as persons of German blood.”

Source 50: Minutes from the Wannsee Protocol, 1941
“Approximately 11 million Jews will be involved in the final solution of the European Jewish
question, distributed in these countries:
Country
Number
A. Germany proper
131,800
Austria
43,700
Eastern territories
420,000
General Government
2,284,000
Bialystok
400,000
Protectorate Bohemia& Moravia
74,200
Estonia
- free of Jews Latvia
3,500
Lithuania
34,000
Belgium
43,000
Denmark
5,600
France / occupied territory
165,000
unoccupied territory
700,000
Greece
69,600
Norway
1,300

Total

B. Bulgaria
48,000
Netherlands
160,800
England
330,000
Finland
2,300
Ireland
4,000
Italy including Sardinia
58,000
Albania
200
Croatia
40,000
Portugal
3,000
Sweden
8,000
Rumania
342,000
Switzerland
18,000
Serbia
10,000
Slovakia
88,000
Spain
6,000
Turkey (European portion)
55,500
Hungary
742,800
USSR
5,000,000
Ukraine
2,994,684
White Russia
446,484

over 11,000,000
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The Death Camps
By the end of January 1942, the Nazis were busy making all the arrangements for the extermination of the
Jews. The death camps were built in remote areas of Eastern Europe. Railway trucks were prepared,
timetables drawn up, and arrangements made for Jews to be rounded up all over Europe. Thousands of
people helped to organise the ‘Final Solution’ such as administrators, police, soldiers and ordinary people,
many of them were not German.
What tactics did the SS use to exterminate the Jews?


The men and women who were responsible for murdering the Jews through either ‘destruction
through work’ or ‘special treatment’ belonged to a special elite SS group called the ‘dead head
units.’ 1 in 3 of these death camp guards were German. The rest were recruited from across Europe.



The SS guards who murdered the Jews were brainwashed with Anti-Semitic propaganda. As part of
their training they had to set fire to a pit full of live victims – usually children.



In order to make it easier for the ‘dead head units’ to kill the Jews, they were transported in cattle
cars in terrible conditions. Naked, dirty and half-starved people look like animals, which helped to
reinforce the Nazi propaganda.



Before the Jews set off, they were made to buy their own train tickets and ordered to only take the
tools that they would need to start a new life in the ‘resettlement areas’ in the east.



To help keep the new arrivals calm, they were greeted by specially trained Jews called the
Sonderkommando who would help to assist in the final solution. At Auschwitz the trains pulled into
a mock-up of a normal station.



Many German Jews were selected for this role as they could speak German. At Auschwitz the new
arrivals were calmed down by a Jewish orchestra playing classical music. Some of the new arrivals
were also given post cards to send home to their relatives to let them know that they had arrived
safely.



All new arrivals went through a process known as ‘selection.’ Mothers, children, the old & sick were
sent straight to the ‘showers’ which were really the gas chambers. The able bodied were sent to work
camps where they were killed through a process known as ‘destruction through work.’

Source 51: Jews arriving at Auschwitz, 1942

Source 52: An eye-witness account of Treblinka, 1943
Because the little children at their mothers’ breasts were
a great nuisance during the shaving, the children were
taken from their mothers as soon as they got off the
train. The children were taken to an enormous ditch;
they were shot and thrown into the fire. No one
bothered to see if they were really dead. Sometimes
one could hear the infants wailing in the fire. If mothers
managed to keep their babies with them a guard took
the baby by its legs and smashed it against the wall until
only a bloody mess remained in his hands. The mother
then had to take this mass with her to the ‘shower.’
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The mock station at Auschwitz

Jews being ‘selected’ at Auschwitz

The Gas Chambers at Auschwitz

The main gateway to the slave labour camp at
Auschwitz. The sign read: ‘Freedom through
work.’

Burning of bodies by Sonderkommando Jews

Destruction through Work: On arrival

After 6 weeks of work on 200 Calories a day
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Source 52: RAF Aerial Photograph of Auschwitz, 1944

Notice how the Death Camp
complex looks like a factory
from the air.

Map of Auschwitz

New Arrivals

‘Destruction
Through
Work’
34
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Activity 12: Complete the table below to summarise the impact of the Second World War on the status and
position of German Jews or produce a mind map on a sheet of A4 or A3.

Key Issue

Aim of the attack on the Jews

German
expansion 1939 1945?

Ghettoes

Einsatgruppen
Battalions

Wannsee
Conference

Death Camps
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How far did the German people support the attack on the Jews 1933 to 1945?
Although historians agree that Hitler was ultimately responsible for the worsening treatment of Germany’s
Jews from 1933 to 1945, they are divided on how far the Germany people were responsible from what
happened. Some historians see a clear difference between those who supported the Nazis throughout Europe
and the German people. Some historians claim that both the British and the Americans knew what was
happening in the concentration camps in 1944 and could have bombed the railway lines leading to the death
camps. Other historian like Goldhagen and Gordon Craig are argue that the main responsibility for the
genocide of the Germany’s Jews lies with the German people, without whose help the holocaust would
never have happened. They point to the following facts:


The Civil Service bureaucracy in Germany played an important role in collecting and storing
information about the Jews, which they passed upon the Nazis.



That the Police force in Germany and the occupied countries helped to round up the Jews before
handing them over to Gestapo or SS.



That the SS could never have devised a system for transporting the Jews to collection points and then
on to the death camps without the help of thousands of Germans who worked in the railway industry.



That the Germany Army leaders were fully aware of the Holocaust and that there was close
cooperation between the army and the SS Death’s Head battalions and Einsatzgruppen who carried
out many of the killings.



Companies such as Volkswagen and Mercedes had their own slave labour camps. The German
chemical giant IG Farben competed with other companies for the contract to make the Cyclon B gas
which was used in the gas chambers,



There was widespread support for anti-Semitism, even if these feelings did not include support for
mass murder. Many Germans took part in some aspect of the Holocaust, but closed their eyes to the
full reality of what was happening.

Source 53: American historian Gordan Craig, 1978
The extermination of the Jews is the most dreadful
chapter in German history, doubly so because the men
who did it closed their senses to the reality of what they
were doing by taking pride in the technical efficiency of
their actions and, at moments when their conscience
threatened to break in, telling themselves that they were
doing their duty… others took refuge in the enormity of
the operation, which lent it a convenient
depersonalisation. When they ordered a hundred Jews to
get on a train in Paris or Amsterdam, they considered
their job accomplished and carefully closed their minds
to the thought that eventually those passengers would
arrive in front of the ovens of Treblinka

Source 54: Extracts from an interview with
Franz Stangl, Commandant of Treblinka, when
he was serving a life sentence in prison in 1971
Q: Did you think the Jews were human
beings?
A: Cargo. They were cargo.
Q: When did you begin to think of them as
cargo?
A: I think it started the day I saw the death
camp in Treblinka. I remember Wirth standing
there, next to the pits full of blue – black
corpses. It had nothing to do with humanity –
it couldn’t have; a mass of rotting flesh? I
think that started me thinking of them as cargo.

What evidence is there in source 54 to back up the historian in source 53?

How did Nazi propaganda try to dehumanise the Jews?
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Source 55: Daniel Goldhagen, Jewish Historian, 1996
Many ordinary Germans took part in the killing of Jews in the years 1941-45. They were not primarily
SS men or Nazi Party members, but perfectly ordinary Germans from all walks of life, men and women
who brutalized and murdered Jews both willingly and zealously … Between 100,000 and 500,000
Germans were involved.

Source 56: Ruth Birn, German historian with the
war crimes division of the Canadian Justice
Department.

Source 57: Norman Finkelstein, his parents were
Polish Jews, 1997.
No serious historian doubts that anti-Semitism
continued in modern Germany. The question is
what was its scope and nature? Goldhagen argues
that anti-Semitism was universal in Germany. Yet
the German Social Democracy forcefully
denounced anti-Semitism and, as the single largest
party (the SPD), commanded the allegiance of
fully a third of the electorate by the early 20th
century. In July 1932, almost 14 million Germans,
37.4 percent of voters, cast their lots for Hitler. So
62.6 percent did not! Hitler never won a majority
in spite of national bankruptcy and the humiliation
of Versailles... Goldhagen’s book is worthless
scholarship and a monument to question-begging.

The report by a post-war German prosecutor
quoted by Goldhagen does not support his
interpretation that priority was given to killing
Jews and that ‘every German was inquisitor,
judge and executioner’. Among the members of
military and police killing units were thousands
of non-Germans, in many cases they
outnumbered Germans. The murderers were not
solely German, and the victims not uniquely
Jewish. His book has no reference to the
executions of Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses,
Gypsies and Communists. Goldhagen has
written a bad piece of history.

Activity 13: Complete the table below to help you summarise the arguments on who was to blame
Historian

Who was to blame for the treatment of the Jewish people 1933 – 45?

Goldhagen and
Gordon Craig
Sources 53 & 55

Ruth Birn,
source 56

Norman Finkelstein:
Source 57
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